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For the upcoming international interiors fair imm cologne 2018 from 15 - 21 
January 2018, Brokis art director and Prague-based product designer Lucie 
Koldova has been nominated to design “Das Haus – Interiors on Stage”. 

BROKIS ART DIRECTOR LUCIE KOLDOVA ANNOUNCED 
TO DESIGN “DAS HAUS” AT IMM COLOGNE 2018

Coinciding with the fair’s 2018 focus on lighting design, the renowned Czech designer, known 
for her expressive hand-blown glass lighting designs for Brokis, will stage her vision for creati-
ve and unique lighting and visionary living scenarios on the prominent 180sqm space in hall 
2.2. The centre of her visionary design for “Das Haus 2018” will be the interior concept reali-
sed through artistically staged light and atmosphere. Furniture will play a complimentary role 
within the interior composition. With the nomination, Lucie Koldova follows a coterie of 
renowned designers such as Neri & Hu, Sebastian Herkner and Luca Nichetto who have 
previously shared their personal interpretation of contemporary living concepts in their design 
of “Das Haus – Interiors on Stage”. 

The Czech designer Lucie Koldova is particularly known for her novel, expressive yet timeless 
concepts of illumination. For Brokis, for whom Lucie Koldova acts as the art director, she 
continually works to create designs that experiment with the Bohemian tradition of glass 
blowing, integrating new materials and working with their properties. During her long colla-
boration with Brokis as a designer and art director, Lucie Koldova established several popular 

collection, which debuted at Salone del Mobile 2017. Her collections for Brokis are characteri-
sed by a contemporary and distinctive design and remarkable Bohemian craftsmanship.

NOTES TO EDITORS 
THE COMPANY BROKIS 

BROKIS is a synthesis of exquisite design, superior quality, and the skill of master artisans 
continuing the centuries-old Bohemian glassmaking tradition. Its modern lighting collections 
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Lucie Koldova and Capsula light
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Brokis will exhibit in Hall 2.2. at imm cologne 2018.



LUCIE KOLDOVA

Brokis art director Lucie Koldova is an acclaimed Czech product and furniture designer. Her 
collaboration with the brand Brokis began in 2010 with the timeless Mu�ins and Balloons 
lighting collections, which she designed while living and working in Paris. The voluminous 
glass lights embody her charismatic, elegant style and quickly established Brokis as an inno-
vative producer of handblown glass lighting. She is the creative force behind the brand and is 
instrumental in shaping its product portfolio and image. 

Her creations, objects of desire, include glass sculptures, glass lighting, poetic gallery pieces, 
and limited-series works. Breathtaking colours, unusual proportions, and vibrant formal 
contrasts seemingly move her work beyond the realm of the possible, a trademark at once 
apparent in lighting collections such as Balloons, Capsula, Whistle, and Mona. In addition to 
developing ever-more novel and exciting motifs, Lucie Koldova has introduced important 
technological and formal solutions that have enabled Brokis to push the limits of handblown 
glass production.  

www.luciekoldova.com

DAS HAUS – INTERIORS ON STAGE 2018

The "Das Haus – Interiors on Stage" installation is a simulated residential house at the inter-
national interiors show imm cologne. Every year, a new designer is nominated and, based on 
their plans and designs, the fair organises the erection of an approximately 180-square-metre 
house in the Pure Editions area, Hall 2.2. The furniture, colours, materials, lighting and 
accessories are also selected by the designer, rendering the finished house an individual confi-
guration of interior design. The integrated concept should not just be future-orientated, but 
also practical and, above all, authentic. "Das Haus – Interiors on Stage" is therefore a portrait 
of a designer as well as a visionary concept; an example of how one can create one's own 
world as an expression of one's own personality. The project deals not just with contemporary 
furnishing trends but also with the aspirations of the viewing public as well as social change.

www.imm-cologne.com

Mu�ins and Balloons by Lucie Koldova and Dan Ye�et Macaron by Lucie Koldova
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have achieved international acclaim by combining hand-blown glass with other refined mate-
rials, such as handcrafted wood and metal, in bold compositions that push the boundaries not 
only of contemporary lighting design but of the technologies applied in production. The Czech 
family-run premium brand works with select designers from around the world and operates its 
own historical glassworks southeast of Prague. Each Brokis light is a genuine original and a 
functional work of art. 

www.brokis.cz
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